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See also abstract of talk by Bill Steele under Gue- 
rrero.

VERACRUZ
In 2012 and 2013, following tips found on a birding 

website, an area with a large number of caves in the 
very southern part of Veracruz, near the Oaxaca border, 
was found that had not previously been documented 
by the caving community. The area is at the edge of the 
Selva Zoque rain forest and centered on the town of 
Los Liberales. The town is an hour north of Carretera 
Zarabia-Uxpanapa, the main east-west road that runs 
along the foot of the mountains. According to locals 
much of the area was rain forest until the 1970s, when the 
Mexican government moved them into the previously 
lightly inhabited region. Since then they have cleared 
large swaths of the jungle to facilitate cattle farming, 
which appears to make up the majority of economic 
activity in the area. The geography of the area around 
the town is quite hilly, with many of the valleys being 
cleared and the hills remaining forested. As one drives 
into the town along the main dirt road there are clearly 
visible sinkholes in many of the cleared fields. 

In March of 2012 we flew into the city of Oaxaca 
and completed the nine-hour drive to La Chinantla, an 
hour and half from Los Liberales on the main Zarabia-
Uxpanapa road. Much of the drive is along two-lane 
windy roads through the mountains south of Oaxaca. 
While it is a beautiful drive, the number of blind curves 
made it quite dicey at times. When we arrived in La 
Chinantla we took up residence in the only hotel for 
fifty miles and were able to find a young man who 
spoke good English and a young local teenager who 
knew the area well. They agreed to help us, and we made 
arrangements to meet early the next morning. 

There was a miscommunication during the first day 
of exploring, and we ended up taking a hike into the 
mountains to a waterfall. While the area was beautiful 
and the hike was nice, the waterfall was not the reason 
we were in Mexico. After some additional discussions 
that afternoon, the local guide took us to Los Liberales, 
as he had heard of a large cave near the town. The cave 
is a large entrance to a spring that is right off the side of 
the road north of Los Liberales. After we poked around 
and found no real leads in the spring, we went back 
into the town to talk to locals. We met some teenagers 
who said there were caves all over their farm south of 
town and that they knew of another farm with a large 
cave that no one had ever explored before. They took 
us to the land-owners, and after a short discussion we 


